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THE APPLICATION OF KANO’S MODEL IN THE AIRLINE INDUSTRY 

 

Abstract 

 

This paper shows how airline passenger service necessities can be scrutinized by utilizing Kano's 

model of quality component and examines the potential advantages that can be accomplished by 

applying this way to deal with marketing strategy planning. As per Kano's model, quality 

components can be grouped into three classifications, to be specific must-be, One-dimensional and 

Attractive needs, contingent upon their capacity to make consumer satisfaction or dissatisfaction. 

Aftereffects of this review propose that airline passenger service components could be grouped 

comparably with Kano's model to recognize the most critical passenger service components. 

Effects of the service components highlights on passenger satisfaction or dissatisfaction have been 

likewise figured as estimation records for development.  

 

Purpose of the Paper: To study the implication of Kano model in Pakistan Airline Industry  

 

 

1. Introduction 

 

In very tough competitive environment, where all airlines have equivalent fares and coordinating 

long standing customer projects, airline’s competitive edge lie in the service quality perceived by 

the customers (Chang and Yeh, 2002). Anticipated quality is an essential for consumer satisfaction 

(Parasuraman, 1988). The conveyance of great service turn into a showcasing prerequisite part of 

marketing requirement because of increasing competition in the airline industry. Keeping on 

giving top notch service would help airlines secure and hold consumer reliability (Ostrowski, 

1993). The present dominant part of value evaluations (consumer’s perceptions of quality of 

service) accessible depend on subjective reviews of consumer assessments that are occasionally 

done (Gursoy, 2005). Consumer service analysis has been done by dividing the general service 

into different service component, organizing a survey among the consumers, and measuring the 

significance of the service components to the consumer and performance of the organization 

(satisfaction) (Huiskonen and Pirttila, 1998). It is a normally utilized measure of consumers' 

inclination. Considering its examination, consumer service techniques are composed. With no 

exemption in the airline business, to convey better consumer service, airlines need to comprehend 

travellers’ need and desires (Aksoy, 2003). Nonetheless, capturing traveller’s voices: the use of 

kano's model in most aircrafts measure view of their service offerings to comprehend the 

organization's performance levels without clear information of travellers desires for service (Chen 

and Chang, 2005).  The main role of this paper is to look at the use of Kano's quality component 

characterization in the consumer service methodology arranging by the case study of the Pakistan 

airline industry. It firstly tests into the traditional quality measures and their insufficiencies, trailed 

by the prologue to standards of Kano's model and the utilization of Kano model through a case 

study. In the last the improvement to the passenger service strategy. 
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2. Literature Review of Customer’s Needs and Wants: Traditional Quality Measures Vs 

Kano Model. 

 

2.1 Traditional Methods 

 

Service quality is characterized as a customer's general impression of the relative proficiency of 

the organization and its service (Park, 2004). Since the 1980s, the standard research on service 

quality has been directed considering the idea that nature of service is anticipated and assessed by 

consumers (Gronroos, 1990; Chang and Yeh, 2002). Nature of service is difficult to depict and 

measure because of the five qualities of service: Intangibility, Simultaneity, Heterogeneity, 

Perishability and Touchable (Regan, 1963; Sasser, 1978), a few analysts endeavoured to acquire 

the evaluation of quality service by measuring consumers’ concept and additionally looking at 

consumers’ expectation and experiences. Parasuraman (1985,1988) led a progression of studies 

went for characterizing and measuring quality (Chen and Chang, 2005) and built up a SERVQUAL 

model in 1988 which found that the most basic measurements of service quality as saw by clients 

included the Tangibles, Responsive, Assurance, Empathy and Reliability. This model together 

with GAP study by Parasuraman et al. (1985) is maybe the mostly utilized consumer anticipated 

service quality model (Chang and Yeh, 2002).. With regards to the subject of SERVQUAL model, 

the airline's service quality anticipated by consumer is presented and measured by various 

reasonable, different measurements or attributes (Chang and Yeh, 2002).. For instance, Gilbert and 

Wong (2003) measure and look at the distinctions in passengers’ desires of airline service quality 

by designing a questionnaire containing Reliability, Assurance, Facilities, Employees, Flight 

Patterns, Customization and responsiveness measurements. Different researchers inspected the 

relationship between airline service quality, passenger satisfaction, and behavioural goal 

(Ostrowski, 1993; Chan, 2000), or looking at the connections between service quality and airline 

class, for example, Etherington and Var (1984) and Liu (2000). There is a general assertion that 

amazing consumer service quality is a wellspring of upper hand in the airline business. Subsequent 

to finding the consumers' need and the competitive situation, conceivable competitive edge and 

change can be recognized, and service techniques can be planned (Pirttila and Huiskonen, 1996). 

Normally consumers’ service technique arranging incorporates choices about the requirement for 

different lodge compartment travellers in relationship to their service prerequisites, and the 

requirement for separating the service offering for various lodge compartments. It demonstrates 

the most critical service components as well as what levels of service are to be advertised. 

 

2.2 Deficiencies of Traditional Methods 

 

In spite of the fact that these traditional methods are utilized generally to gauge service quality, 

there exist a few concerns. Initially, traditional measures for the most part utilize Likert scale going 

from 1 to at least 5 with respect to the significance of service components to consumer, it infers an 

assumption of linearity of the impact of service components on consumer satisfaction. Direct 

relationship between consumer satisfaction and service attributes; the suggestion is that the higher 

the apparent item quality, the higher the consumer satisfaction. Low consumer satisfaction ought 

to be the concentration for improvement. In some case, service components may have a nonlinear 

example, considering a component may not generally prompt to higher consumer satisfaction, as 

indicated by Kano (1984) and his research (Day, 1993; Matzler and Hinterhuber, 1998; Huiskonen 

and Pirttila, 1998; Shen et al., 2000; Tan and Pawitra, 2001; Shahin, 2004 and Riviere., 
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2006).Aside from consumer satisfaction being generally observed as one-dimensional, the other 

sympathy toward conventional techniques like SERVQUAL (Multi-dimensional research 

technique) is of that it is not intended to address the improve information and component of 

innovation (Tan and Pawitra, 2001).With the level of market pressure, Shen. (2000) express that 

those businesses with more innovative product tend to give competitive edge. Consumer needs 

and desires must be met and surpassed through innovative products 

 

2.3 Kano’s Model of Customer Satisfaction 

 

Understanding what customers anticipate from a service organization is imperative since desires 

give a standard of correlation against what customer’s judge an organization’s performance (Jin 

and Julie, 2000). Numerous consumers sometimes gripe when an item's quality is not up to desire, 

such consumers essentially change to a competitor’s or substitute product to satisfy their 

necessities at the following buy (Shen, 2000). One approach to attract and retain consumers is to 

guarantee consumer satisfaction (Bhattacharyya and Rahman, 2004). Kano. (1984) built up a 

model to portray the property of an item or service in light of how well they can fulfil consumers’ 

needs (Tan and Pawitra, 2001). 

 

The Kano model pick up a significant comprehension of consumer satisfaction. As indicated by 

Kano, individuals expect that an item ought to meet their three sorts of necessities/needs (See 

Figure 1) 

 

The Must-Be or Basic Requirements (Needs) 

 

For these necessities, consumers will be dissatisfied if these prerequisites are not satisfied. 

Consumer satisfaction does not transcend normal even with an elite performance product. 

Satisfying the must-be necessities will just prompt to "not dissatisfied". At the end of the day, 

consumers take these necessities for granted and views them as requirements. For instance, British 

Rail observed that when normal punctuality surpasses a specific level there is no increase in 

consumer satisfaction. However, if punctuality does not meet consumers' desire it causes an 

abnormal state of dissatisfaction. Reliability is an unquestionable requirement be necessity. For 

satisfying this base prerequisite British Rail does not get "reward point" (Matzler and Hinterhuber, 

1998). 

 

The One-Dimensional Requirements (Needs) 

 

For these requirements, consumer satisfaction is relative to the level of satisfaction the higher the 

level of satisfaction, the higher the consumer satisfaction. As such, consumer satisfaction is a 

directly related to the performance of the item/service quality. For instance, sale on products or 

service regularly result in higher consumer satisfaction, which additionally clarifies why low fares 

by low cost airline are more popular.  

 

The Attractive or Excitement Requirements (Needs) 

For these requirements, they represent the qualities which have the immense impact on how 

fulfilled a consumer will be. These necessities are not unequivocally communicated or expected 
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by consumers. Satisfying these necessities prompts to more than relative fulfilment. However, 

there is not a relating diminish in consumer satisfaction if these necessities are not met. For 

instance, Brandt (1988) states an airline that offers an in-flight telephone utility may give an 

value added to business ventures who generally lose chances to speak with their s consumers as 

well as home office. However, the non-appearance of this administration won't really bring about 

client dissatisfaction or loss of passengers. 

 

 

 

To inspire a client's supposition about a specific function or feature, an arrangement of combined 

questions can be utilized. The respondent is made a request to record his/her inclination on a 

classification scale in which one stands for "I like it that way", two for "It must be that way", three 

for "I am unbiased", four for "I can experience that way", and five for "I detest it that way" 

individually. The mixes of answers given by a respondent to a matched arrangement of inquiries 

show whether a specific function or feature meets his/her fundamental need, one-dimensional need 

attractive need (Bhattacharyya, and Rahman, 2004). The Table 1 can be utilized to sort clients' 

need in various classes. 
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2.4 Potential Benefits To Be Achieved by Kano’s Classification 

 

The most essential commitment of Kano model is it’s permitted to perceive how it may not be 

sufficient to simply fulfil consumers by meeting their fundamental and one-dimensional 

necessities. In a competitive world, organization need to develop strategies and to make product 

characteristics focused on particularly at current consumers and over-satisfying them (Tan and 

Pawitra, 2001). The other ramifications of Kano model talked about by Shen (2000) is the 

significance of time and persistent advancement, and presentation of product with innovation and 

novel traits. Kano's model placed that traits that had once been attractive, after some time, get to 

be distinctly one-dimensional. With passage of time, they are taken for granted and fall into the 

classification of meeting just the essential needs. Professor Kano utilized Television and 

Refrigerator as the cases to clarify how they exchanged from Attractive Needs to the Must-Be 

needs these days. In-flight stimulation likewise encountered a similar change. Removing low cost 

airline from thought, airlines now give headphone sets allowed to engage travellers on long haul 

flights.  

 

Hinterhuber (1997, 1998) expressed the other potential advantage of Kano's model is it gives 

profitable direction in the trade off circumstance. If two item properties can't be elevated at the 

same time because of specialized or financial reasons, the trait that has more prominent impact on 

consumer satisfaction can be resolved. Service components, which recognizes the diverse sorts of 

service components, can be utilized as one apparatus in planning the best client methodology 

(Huiskonen and Pirttila, 1998). 

 

 3. A Methodology to Assess and Evaluate Customer Needs 

 

The airline business is service oriented; the impact of air consumer’s desire on service anticipated 

and consumer satisfaction has not been completely explored, even though it is an essential business 

thought (Park, 2004). Accordingly, to better comprehend airline service quality and technique 

planning, Kano's model has been utilized to dissect what drives consumers' satisfaction and 

dissatisfaction in the airline business. Secondary data has been used in this paper and all the data 
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has been gather through the source from Pakistan and questionnaire which was designed by the 

Professor of University of Central Punjab Dr. Qais Aslam for our studies. 

 

4. Results 

 

4.1 Classification of Passenger Needs 

 

The study analysed by utilizing the matrix recommended in Table 1 and the reactions against a 

specific service segment were organized to distinguish the classification of necessities it consider 

(Table 2). The highest frequency picked up from respondents for every component is esteemed as 

the property of the component. Analysis of the information proposes that the essential need for 

consumers incorporate ground staff's capacity to communicate with consumers when 

circumstances, organization arrangement and lodge group's capability. These must-be 

prerequisites are taken conceded. If not satisfied, consumers will be disappointed, as sensible ticket 

admission and standby methodology.  

Most components are delegated one-dimensional needs in this review, the higher the level of 

satisfaction, the higher the consumers’ satisfaction, particularly for components having a place 

with in-flight facility and in-flight service. It may be created by the way that conventional airline 

marketing systems generally exhibit these things as competitive edge, consumer loyalty is along 

these lines relative to the level of satisfaction. An intriguing finding is that on time execution is 

must-be need in British Rail case portrayed in past area, however in this review, airline on time 

execution is esteemed as one-dimensional prerequisite. 

 

Attractive need, just a single component is sorted as exciting necessity, which is "provision of 

fragile giveaway". Attributable to payload constraint and business consideration, airline more 

often prepare for limited on board giveaways, for example, poker cards and stationery. This 

demonstrates that other than internet facility and cell phone service, "giveaways with organization 

logo" may be something consumer more intrigued. 

 

Indifferent necessities are the prerequisites that consumers couldn't care less much about the 

satisfaction. Some intriguing outcomes are found in this review. It appears consumers tend to 

respect the service they are not straightforwardly engaged or utilize rarely as indifferent necessity, 

similar to cell phone service, disabled friendly lodge condition, ground staff's uniform.  
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Table 1. Result of Chi-Square Test: Airlines 

 

PIA    AIRBLUE     EMIRATES     Chi square value     Sig 

1. Ticket &   Easy & fast booking process        O O I       22.95        0.017 
Reservation   
   

Convenient flight timings        O O I      22.138        0.021 

2. Check in  Special care individual friendly       O O I      23.13        0.05 

 

   Cabin atmosphere and temperature       M M M      36.91        0.000       

3. In Flight  Help and support for handicap travelers       I            I  M      31.53        0.001 

   Helpful and active cabin staff        O O  I      21.06        0.008  

 Crow ability to speak foreign language       O O M      34.02        0.002 

Computer, free Wi-Fi & charging facilities      M M M      20.35       0.006 
4. VIP Lounge  Rest area          M M  M      35.14       0.000 

Entertainment, international newspapers      M M M      36.17       0.007 

A: active need,          I: indifferent need,                O: one dimensional need.    M: must be needs 

 

Table 2: 

Must-be needs 

 

Check in Time to time updates in case of cancelled or delayed flight 

Check In Manage overbooking professionally 

Check in Field staff must have the ability to handle unexpected situations 

Check in Contingency plans in case of emergency 

Reservation Reasonable ticket fare 

Reservation Easy booking, cancellation or modification policies 

In-flight service Precise and clear announcement 

Check in/In flight Security measure 

Check in/In flight Help and support for handicap travellers 
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One-dimensional needs 

 

Ticketing & Reservation Easy and fast booking process 

Ticketing & Reservation Quick response from customer service centre 

Check In Convenient flight timings 

Check In Quick processing for sick, handicap and special care individuals 

Check In Efficient and friendly staff (Check in & In-flight) 

Check In Easy and understandable flight and boarding information 

In flight Safety and care for check in luggage   

In flight Cabin atmosphere and temperature 

In flight Comfortable seats & legroom 

In flight Helpful and active cabin staff 

In flight Well maintained / New aircraft 

In flight Good quality food 

In flight Verity of food choices 

VIP lounge Rest area 

VIP lounge Entertainment, international news papers 

VIP lounge Fax, telephone & photocopiers 

VIP lounge Healthy food and drinks 

VIP lounge Computer, free Wi-Fi & charging facilities 

 

Indifferent needs                        

Check In Identifiable ground staff outfits 

Check in/ In flight Special care individual friendly 

Check in/ In flight Ability to speak foreign language 
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4.2 Chi-Square Tests 

 

To see whether the quality of service components differ among different on consumer 

demographics, Chi-Square tests were directed for every quality service over "airlines to fly with", 

"courses" and "class". The aftereffects of Chi-Square test are expressed in Table 1 and Table 3, 

which separately demonstrate the components with significant at .05 levels. Demonstrates the 

components with huge distinction crosswise over different airline. It indicates consumers require 

diverse necessities when undertaking distinctive airlines, i.e. the requirements for national airline 

(PIA/AIRBLUE) and outside airline (EMIRATES) are very unique. The anticipated service level 

for foreign airline appear to be lower than national bearers.  

Table 3 demonstrates the components with critical contrast crosswise over different routes. It infers 

that short haul and long haul (Europe/UAE) consumers require distinctive necessities. Dubai and 

Saudi Arabia are short haul flights of approx. one and half-hour, so it is sensible that few 

components are viewed as indifferent needs contrasted with others courses. Additionally, the 

prerequisite of dialect capacity for staff is distinctive with various courses, specifically for those 

traveling to Europe, this needs should be satisfy. 

 
Table 3. Result of Chi-Square Test: Routes 

      Middle      East Europe  America       Chi Square        Sig 
                       Value   

  Updates in case of              

   cancelled or delayed      I  I        M    42.501     0.007 

   flights   

    

Manage overbooking       I  I        M   40.046     0.012 

Check-In  professionally 

    

   Special care individual      O  O        I      29.379     0.034 

   Efficient & friendly staff      M  M        M  42.264    0.007 

   Cabin atmosphere &      I  O         O  39.577     0.014 

In-Flight facility  temperature 

   Comfortable seats &      O  O        O  28.203     0.044 

   Legroom  

 

   Special care individuals      O  O         I  31.161      0.014 

In-flight service  Ability to speak foreign       I  A         O  51.4      0.00 

language 

   Helpful & active cabin     O      O          A  40.525     0.043 

   staff  
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The components with critical contrast crosswise over different classes. It suggests the different 

needs required by economy, business and first class passengers. The service and systems are very 

extraordinary in these three classes, which brings about the fascinating outcomes. First class 

passengers nearly have apathetic needs apart from meals in flight, type of airline and dialect ability. 

Business class travellers appear to have a bigger number of prerequisites than economy travellers. 

Economy travellers are the simplest 

 

 

4.3 Customer Satisfaction Coefficient 

 

The consumer satisfaction coefficient states whether fulfilment can be increment by meeting a 

product prerequisite, or whether satisfying this item satisfaction simply keeps the consumer from 

being disappointed. To ascertain the normal effect on satisfaction is important to include the 

attractive and one-dimensional sections and gap by the aggregate number of attractive, one-

dimensional, must-be and indifferent reaction (see Equation 1). For the computation of the normal 

effect of dissatisfaction, include the must-be and one-dimensional sections and partition by the 

same normalizing variable (see Equation 2) (Berger, 1993; Matzler and Hinterhuber, 1998). 

 

Satisfaction = A+O / A+O+M+I (1) 

Dissatisfaction = O+M / A+O+M+I *(-1) (2) 

(The minus sign is to emphasize its negative influence on customer satisfaction if this 

Product/service is not satisfied) 

 

For the positive CS coefficient, the nearer the value is to 1, the higher the impact on consumer 

satisfaction. For the negative CS coefficient, the nearer to –1, the impact on consumer 

dissatisfaction is stronger if the service is not satisfied. By this technique, demonstrates the effect 

of component elements on satisfaction or dissatisfaction, which can be utilized as an estimation 

record for improvement. It is proposed to concentrate on things with higher value to begin with, 

for example, Courtesy of reservation staff, Delicate in-flight comforts, Check-in staff is proactive 

and benevolent and great quality offices in VIP lounge. 

 

4.4 Increase Satisfaction - Decrease Dissatisfaction Analysis 

 

6 things of service components are distinguished seen to build bring down fulfilment, yet diminish 

higher dissatisfaction when requirements are satisfied. Consumer satisfaction level is not likely to 

increase but these items will help to lower down the customer dissatisfaction. 

 

Check-in                   Time to time updates in case of cancelled or delayed 

flight 

Check-in                     Manage overbooking professionally 

Reservation                 Reasonable ticket fare 

Check in/In flight       Security measure 

In-flight service          Precise and clear announcement 

Check in/In flight       Help and support for handicap travellers 
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10 things of service components were distinguished to increment higher satisfaction and also 

diminish higher dissatisfaction when requirements are satisfied. Consequently, service 

components around there ought to be viewed as first need to execute or enhance when making 

strategies. 

 

 

Ticketing & Reservation  Easy and fast booking process 

Ticketing & Reservation  Quick response from customer service centre 

In flight    Safety and care for check in luggage   

In flight    Cabin atmosphere and temperature 

In flight    Comfortable seats & legroom 

In flight    Helpful and active cabin staff 

VIP lounge    Healthy food and drinks 

VIP lounge    Computer, free Wi-Fi & charging facilities 

Check In    Identifiable ground staff outfits 

Check in/ In-flight   Special care individual friendly 

 

 

4 things of service components were distinguished in to increase lower satisfaction and decline 

low level of dissatisfaction when requirements are satisfied. Components around there ought not 

to be given careful consideration. Airlines can sees these components as low need to satisfy the 

requirements. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

 

This paper has displayed a technique by which different Airlines can make their strategies 

according to the customer’s need. As indicated by Kano (1996), by just measuring the importance 

of various service elements and it also important to learn effects on customer satisfaction. By the 

utilization of Kano's model, passengers' prerequisites are characterized into three needs. The 

outcomes from this study of Pakistani travellers demonstrate this service component order 

encourages the decision of choosing the right strategy for the passengers. It gives essential 

recommendations and direction to management on what methodologies to consider and what not 

to. By recognizing these elements and placing them in the fitting classes, the airlines can oversee 

service quality through estimation and designate the ideal spending plan to better serve their 

clients. With watchful arranging of resources, the threat for an aircraft to fumes itself in rivalry 

with excessively costly arrangement can be maintained a strategic distance from. 

 
 

 

Check in/ in flight    Ability to speak foreign 

language 

Check in/In flight    Help and support for handicap 

travellers 

In flight     Good quality food 
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